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	[image: ]Cascading Style Sheets: Designing for the Web, Third Edition, 9780321193124 (0321193121), Addison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of CSS, this is the definitive  reference to CSS 2.1, today's indispensable standard for controlling the  appearance of any Web or XML document. This full-color book doesn't just show  how to use every significant CSS 1 and 2.x feature; it carefully explains the  "why" behind today's most valuable CSS design techniques. You'll find practical,  downloadable examples throughout—along with essential browser support  information and best practices for building high-impact pages and  applications.

Cascading  Style Sheets: Designing for the Web, Third Edition covers every  CSS 2.1 improvement and fix, from new height/width definitions in absolutely  positioned elements to new clip property calculations. Clear, readable, and  thorough, it's the one must-have CSS resource for every Web developer, designer,  and content provider. Coverage includes

	
    Mastering essential CSS concepts: rules, declarations,  selectors, properties, and more

    
	
    Working with type: from absolute/relative units to font size  and weight

    
	
    Understanding CSS objects: box model, display properties, list  styles, and more

    
	
    Exercising total control over spacing and positioning

    
	
    Specifying colors for borders and backgrounds

    
	
    Managing printing: margins, page breaks, and more

    
	
    Implementing media-specific style sheets for audio rendering,  handhelds, and other forms of presentation

    
	
    Moving from HTML extensions to CSS: five practical case  studies

    
	
    Making the most of cascading and inheritance

    
	
    Using external style sheets and @import

    
	
    Integrating CSS with XML documents

    
	
    Optimizing the performance of CSS pages

    
	
    Includes a handy CSS Quick Reference Card
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Sick Building Syndrome: in Public Buildings and WorkplacesSpringer, 2011

	This volume throws light on the Sick Building Syndrome in Libraries and other public buildings, and the extent to which it is influenced by the internal environment of libraries. One of the signs of this disease is that the person suffers from a set of symptoms closely related to his/her presence in the building, without the identification of...
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Hands-On Design Patterns with React Native: Proven techniques and patterns for efficient native mobile development with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to write cross platform React Native code by using effective design patterns in the JavaScript world. Get to know industry standard patterns as well as situational patterns. Decouple your application with these set of “Idea patterns”.

	
		Key Features

		
			Mobile development...
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SOFSEM 2008: Theory and Practice of Computer Science: 34th Conference on Current Trends in Theory and Practice of Computer Science, Nov? SmokovecSpringer, 2008

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 34th Conference on Current Trends in Theory and Practice of Computer Science, SOFSEM 2008, held in Slovakia, in 2008. The 57 revised full papers, presented together with 10 invited contributions, were carefully reviewed and selected from 162 submissions. The contributions are segmented...
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Managing the Dynamics of New Product Development Processes: A New Product Lifecycle Management ParadigmSpringer, 2011

	In contemporary globally competitive markets, the development of new products
	is considered a critical success factor for organizations. Significant efforts have
	been invested in the development of methods and tools for improving the management
	of design processes, being a key element in development processes,
	especially those related...
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The Ultimate IQ Test Book: 1,000 Practice Test Questions to Boost Your Brain PowerKogan Page, 2007
"Just working through some of the 25 tests included here will improve your vocabulary, develop your powers of calculations and help logical reasoning... highly addictive."     

       The Ultimate IQ Test Book is the biggest book of IQ practice tests available. Written and compiled by IQ-test experts, it contains 1000 practice...
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A Quick Start Guide to Google AdWords: Get Your Product to the Top of Google and Reach Your Customers (New Tools for Business)Kogan Page, 2010

	A Quick Start Guide to Google AdWords outlines the background to Google, reveals the secrets behind pay-per-click advertising and what sells online, and gives vital tips on how to create a great campaign. With up-to-the-minute case studies and tips on vital business skills it covers: how to set up an account; the secrets of what...
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